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"consists mainly in confusion of an object with a psychosis (intellec-
tual always) which really or presumptively apprehends it, or could
do so" (p. 143), and as such is a fundamental error. On the
other hand, a properly directed psychology is not excluded, but even
needed; witness much of the present book, which is largely psycho-
logical. The laws of thought are here interpreted not as control-
ling our psychical processes but as true of Gegenstande (p. 147) and
thus having the objective character which in general distinguishes
Meinong's a priori from the more usual Kantian a-priori— much
to the credit, we believe, of the former.

Altogether the book will be welcomed by all who appreciate the
importance of Professor Meinong's recent labors. It is, however, we
think, a pity that so clear and fundamental a thinker should have so
forbidding a style; forbidding not so much from lack of elegance —
of course a minor matter to the scientific investigator — as from lack
of clearness and distinctiveness in the stages of the argument.
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THOUGHT PROCESSES.

Die psychologische JBeobachtung und exfierimentelle Untersuchung
von Denkvorgdngen. E. v. ASTER. Zeitschr. fur Psychologie,
XLIX., 56-107.
Taking the pioneer work of Marbe in the experimental investiga-

tion of the process of judgment as his starting point, Aster subjects
the results of experimental investigations of the thought process to a
critical discussion. Marbe's quest for a characteristic immediate fact
of experience which might be identified as the judgment process per se
was doomed to failure; all that his experimental material indicated
was an unconscious disposition or attitude (Bewusstseinslage), which
was not immediately experienced the moment a judgment was made.
From Marbe's beginning up to the present the indications have pointed
in the direction of an immediately experienced thought process differ-
ing fundamentally from sensation and presentation. In Biihler's work
the conclusions indicate the existence of immediately observed ex-
periences which can only be described as ' consciousness of,' ' knowl-
edge about,' ' consciousness that,' etc. These are distinguished from
unconscious dispositions as immediate facts of experience. He thinks
that the reason why Marbe's subjects failed to find such facts was be-
cause the task which they were given was so simple that it did not
arouse a proper thought process. The specific conscious content just


